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Prior to documenting flight information you would document travel under risk factors related to the client 

1) Indicate travel under Risk factor section and click the radio button next to the appropriate one and 

update with info 

 

To capture flight information you would do this within your TE (Transmission event) or AE (Acquisition 

Event) depending on the situation 

Transmission Event related to flight Exposure Event related to flight 

 Client diagnosed with measles and during 
infectious time was a passenger on a plane  

Client is diagnosed with measles and in looking at 
potential exposures discovered they were on a 
flight with a case of confirmed measles.  Most 
likely place they contracted the disease.  

 NOTE: If a client travels and returns home with an enteric illness unless they had symptoms on the flight 

that would have exposed other passengers to the illness and /or was exposed to an enteric illness on a 

flight and became ill from that you do not have to complete flight information.  You would have to 

complete information on resorts/restaurants if applicable. 
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Transmission Event Acquisition Event 
 Exposure Name-  Flight departure and 

arrival  
o i.e. Flight Havana Cuba- Halifax- 

You must indicate Flight in 
your exposure Name 

 Responsible Organization- your PH 
office 

 Transmission Role- Do not use 
 

 Exposure Name-  Flight departure and 
arrival  

o i.e. Flight Havana Cuba- Halifax- 
You must indicate Flight in 
your exposure Name 

o Acquirer role- do not use 
o Exposed- you would pick 

answer from dropdown.  
Example- You are following up 
a measles case who shared a 
flight with a confirmed case of 
measles.  You would them pick 
YES under exposed.   

 Potential Mode of Acquisition 

 Nature of Exposure 

 

Flight departure and arrival is captured under transmission Event details. You may need to click on the 

expand buttons to show event details.
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The flight number and seat (if applicable) is captured in Exposure location.  You may need to open this field 

by clicking Show Exposure Location 

  Exposure Location Name- Flight Number and seat 

o Westjet 236, seat 3c 

 Exposure Setting type- Transportation 

 Exposure Setting – Airplane 

 Country- Country of flight Departure 

o If the flight departure is in Canada you will be able to fill in Province etc 

o If outside of Canada you can free text Airport details if have them. Once you 

change the Country the address will open up for free text of address 

 

 

 

 

 

 


